Stardust in STARDUST - the C, N, and O isotopic compositions of Wild 2 cometary matter in Al foil impacts
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ABSTRACT

In January 2006, the Stardust mission successfully returned dust samples from the tail of comet 81P/Wild 2 in two principal collection media, low density silica aerogel and Al foil. While hypervelocity impacts at the Stardust encounter velocity of 6.1 km/s into Al foils are generally highly disruptive for natural, silicate-dominated impactors, previous studies have shown that many craters retain sufficient residue to allow a determination of the elemental and isotopic compositions of the original projectile. We have used two NanoSIMS ion microprobes to perform C, N, and O isotope imaging measurements on four large (59 – 295 µm diameter) and on 47 small (0.32 – 1.9 µm diameter) Al foil impact craters as part of the Stardust Preliminary Examination. Most analyzed residues in and around these craters are isotopically normal (solar) in their C, N, and O isotopic compositions. However, the debris in one large crater shows an average $^{15}$N enrichment of ~450 ‰, which is similar to the bulk composition of some isotopically primitive interplanetary dust particles and to components of some primitive meteorites. A 250 nm grain in another large crater has an $^{17}$O enrichment with ~2.65 times the solar $^{17}$O/$^{16}$O ratio. Such an O isotopic composition is typical for circumstellar oxide or silicate grains from red giant or asymptotic giant branch stars. The discovery of this circumstellar grain clearly establishes that there is authentic ‘stardust’ in the cometary samples returned by the Stardust mission. However, the low apparent abundance of circumstellar grains in Wild 2 samples and the preponderance of isotopically normal material indicates that the cometary matter is a diverse assemblage of presolar and solar system materials.
INTRODUCTION

Isotopic studies of extraterrestrial matter can provide unique insights into a sample’s origin and history. Despite widespread homogenization in the turbulent solar nebula, various vestiges of spatial and temporal heterogeneity during disk evolution (Boss 2004) allowed the preservation of isotopically anomalous matter that can now be found in primitive solar system materials, such as meteorites and interplanetary dust particles (IDPs). Such samples contain isotopic memories of their presolar origins or of early solar system processes. The most extreme isotopic variations are found in sub-micrometer to micrometer sized circumstellar grains that survived interstellar transport and incorporation into the solar nebula as well as prolonged residencies in small solar system parent bodies (e.g., Zinner 2004). Other isotopic signatures in primitive solar system materials provide evidence about interstellar cloud chemistry (Zinner 1988; Messenger et al. 2003b; Floss et al. 2004; Busemann et al. 2006) and the formation condition for the earliest solar system materials (Scott and Krot 2005). The abundances and distributions of these isotopic markers in various types of extraterrestrial matter are highly variable and represent crucial indicators of a parent body’s provenance and of the extent of secondary processing.

Short period comets originating in the Kuiper Belt ought to provide ideal conditions for the preservation of primitive materials from the early days of our solar system. These comets formed in the cold outer regions of the solar nebula at 5 to 50 AU and are thought to have remained cold enough throughout their history for incorporated interstellar grains to survive basically unaltered (Hanner 2003). A subgroup of the low inclination short period comets, the Jupiter-family comets, eventually find their way into the inner solar system where sublimation limits their average lifetime to an astronomically short ~12,000 years (Levison and Duncan 1997). One of these Jupiter-family comets is 81P/Wild 2, which had a close encounter with
Jupiter in September 1974 when it was deflected into a highly elliptical orbit in the inner solar system from its original orbit between Jupiter and Uranus (Królikowska and Szutowicz 2006). This comet was the target of NASA’s highly successful Stardust mission, which flew within 236 km of the nucleus to collect coma dust in January 2004 (Brownlee et al. 2003; 2004). Two years later, on January 15th, 2006, the Stardust sample container returned safely to Earth, delivering the first *bona fide* cometary samples for laboratory analysis (Brownlee et al. 2006).

The Stardust cometary sample collector employed two principal capture media: 1039 cm$^2$ of low-density silica aerogel in 132 individual cells and 153 cm$^2$ of 101 μm thick Al 1100 foil (>99% Al) surrounding the aerogel cells (Tsou et al. 2003). The captured Wild 2 samples were first studied by a large and diverse international consortium during an initial six month period. This Preliminary Examination (PE) was organized into six topical teams, which recently reported their results with respect to organics (Sandford et al. 2006), bulk composition (Flynn et al. 2006), isotopes (McKeegan et al. 2006), optical properties (Keller et al. 2006), cratering and impact features (Hörz et al. 2006), as well as mineralogy-petrology (Zolensky et al. 2006). In this paper we report the detailed results of isotopic measurements of cometary debris in Al foil impact craters obtained with the NanoSIMS instruments at the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry in Mainz and at Washington University in St. Louis. Since both of these research groups were involved in the Stardust PE, some of the results, most notably the discovery of the circumstellar grain, already found a brief mention in the isotope team overview paper (McKeegan et al. 2006).

The present analysis of actual Wild 2 cometary debris builds on an earlier feasibility study of impact features from laboratory test shots of Allende projectiles into Stardust-type Al foils (Hoppe et al. 2006). There, we showed that it is possible to analyze hypervelocity impact residue at the bottom and on the rim of Al foil craters at high spatial resolution (better than 200 nm) with the NanoSIMS without requiring extensive sample preparation or modification for a wide range of crater sizes (3 – 190 μm). We also demonstrated that it is possible to determine
isotopic ratios of several light elements in such samples with a precision of several percent at a scale of several 100 nm, which is the typical size of presolar grains in primitive meteorites and IDPs. We concluded that we would be able to detect isotopically anomalous presolar matter in cometary dust residues in and around Al foil craters with this analytical approach, provided that such matter exists in the cometary samples and that it survives mechanical disruption, shock heating, and the intense mixing and homogenization of the resulting impact melts.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The Al foil samples in this study were retrieved from the supporting frame of the Stardust cometary sample collector using razor-sharp circular blades as illustrated in Figure SOM1 of Hörz et al. (2006). An overview of the samples analyzed here is given in Table 1. The sample names are comprised of the name of the cometary collector “C2”, followed by the adjacent aerogel cell number (e.g., 086), followed by “W” for foils left (“West”) or “N” for foils above (“North”) of the respective aerogel tile (see http://curator.jsc.nasa.gov/stardust/sample_catalog for sample nomenclature). Since the majority of aerogel tiles are rectangular and oriented the same way, most “N” foil strips (including the ones in this study) are longer than “W” foil strips, 34 vs. 13 mm, respectively. The width of all foil strips is ~1.7 mm. After an initial optical characterization, some of the foil samples went through Time-Of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS, Leitner et al. 2007) and/or Scanning Electron Microscopy – Energy Dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX, Kearsley et al. 2007b) analyses, before being studied in the St. Louis or Mainz laboratories by SEM and NanoSIMS.
Table 1: Samples analyzed in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foil Sample</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size [µm]</th>
<th>Isotopes Measured</th>
<th>Laboratory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2086N</td>
<td>large crater</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>C, N, O</td>
<td>Mainz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2118N</td>
<td>large crater</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>C, N, O</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2013N</td>
<td>large crater</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>C, N, O</td>
<td>Mainz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2086W</td>
<td>large penetration crater</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>C, O</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2044W</td>
<td>10 small craters</td>
<td>0.32 – 1.2</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Mainz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2052N</td>
<td>31 small craters</td>
<td>0.51 – 1.5</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Mainz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2037N</td>
<td>6 small craters</td>
<td>0.61 – 1.9</td>
<td>C, N</td>
<td>Mainz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measurements with the two CAMECA NanoSIMS instruments were done using slightly varying measurement conditions and different data processing routines, but in both cases followed the same underlying analytical approach (Hoppe et al. 2006). A 16 keV Cs<sup>+</sup> primary ion beam with a diameter of 50 – 100 nm and a current of ~1 pA was rastered over the sample surface for imaging in 128<sup>2</sup>, 256<sup>2</sup>, or 512<sup>2</sup> pixels. Up to five species of negative secondary ions and, in some cases, secondary electrons were simultaneously collected, and measurements were made in successive scans (layers) with total analysis times of up to several hours for areas ranging in size from 2 x 2 µm<sup>2</sup> to 30 x 30 µm<sup>2</sup>. Images from different layers were added for each secondary ion species and the resulting isotope distribution images were processed following standard data routines for the identification of isotopic variations (e.g., Mostefaoui and Hoppe 2004; Stadermann et al. 2005a). We analyzed C, N, and O isotopes with the following secondary ion detector setups: [¹²C<sup>−</sup>, ¹³C<sup>−</sup>, ¹⁶O<sup>−</sup>, ¹⁷O<sup>−</sup>, ¹⁸O<sup>−</sup>] for C and O, [¹⁶O<sup>−</sup>, ¹⁷O<sup>−</sup>, ¹⁸O<sup>−</sup>, ²⁸Si<sup>−</sup>, ²⁷Al¹⁶O<sup>−</sup>] for O, [¹²C<sup>−</sup>, ¹³C<sup>−</sup>, ¹²C¹⁴N<sup>−</sup>, ¹²C¹⁵N<sup>−</sup>, ²⁸Si<sup>−</sup>] for C and N. All measurements were performed at sufficiently high mass resolution to avoid isobaric interferences, such as m/Δm > 6000 to separate ¹⁷O<sup>−</sup> from ¹⁶O¹H<sup>−</sup>. Note that N is measured as CN<sup>−</sup> and that the ¹⁴N/¹⁵N isotopic ratio is
determined from the $^{12}\text{C}^{14}\text{N}^-/^{12}\text{C}^{15}\text{N}^-$ ratio. The ubiquitous oxide layer on the surface of the Al foil did not pose any analytical difficulties in the measurement of O isotopes. Although the oxide layer is generally visible at the beginning of a SIMS measurement, it sputters away rapidly and leaves only O from the debris for the remainder of the measurement. Since the isotope imaging measurements are made in repeated scans (layers) and at high spatial resolution, it is possible to separate different O reservoirs during data processing. Because of the large morphological variations around the crater, it was not in all cases possible to use external standards for these measurements. This is due to the instrumental mass fractionation which can change by a few percent with sample height in the NanoSIMS. In such cases the results are relative to the ‘bulk’ of the material in the field of view of the crater measurements, which is assumed to be isotopically ‘normal’. Consequently, such measurements are not suited to determine the bulk isotopic composition of the projectile debris. It is possible, however, to search for localized isotopic variations (“hotspots”), such as would be characteristic of presolar grains with extremely anomalous isotopic compositions. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all error ranges represent 1σ uncertainties.

TOF-SIMS measurements were performed using a TOF-SIMS IV instrument from ION-TOF at the Institute for Planetology at Münster University (Stephan 2001). During the analyses, individual sample areas were rastered with a ~300 nm $^{69}\text{Ga}^+$ primary ion beam. Prior to the actual analyses, samples were sputter-cleaned by Ar$^+$ ion bombardment. More details about analytical procedures are described by Leitner et al. (2007) where the results of all craters analyzed with TOF-SIMS during Stardust PE are summarized.

Electron images and EDX maps of foils C2086N, C2086W, and C2118N were collected on a JEOL 5900LV SEM at the Natural History Museum (NHM) in London, fitted with an Oxford Instruments INCA X-sight EDX detector. All analyses were conducted with a 20 kV accelerating voltage and 2 nA beam current. Major and minor element quantitative EDX
analyses employed the standard suite at the NHM (jadeite, Eagle Station pallasite olivine, synthetic corundum, wollastonite, scandium phosphate, biotite, rutile and metallic V, Cr, Mn, and Ni). Foils were tilted to accommodate an appropriate extended Pouchou and Pichoir (XPP) matrix correction, following the protocols described in Kearsley et al. (2007a). A detailed description of crater size, shape and residue composition for a wide range of other impact features can be found in Kearsley et al. (2007a).

The crater residues on the foils C2013N, C2037N, C2044W, and C2052N were studied by SEM/EDX using a LEO 1530 Field Emission SEM equipped with an Oxford Instrument EDX system. Small (i.e. < 2 μm) craters were found by an automated survey of some 16 mm² surface area on the latter three foils with a lateral resolution of 100 nm. A total of 238 craters were found (Kearsley et al. 2007b), 47 of which were selected for NanoSIMS measurements. SEM/EDX data on the large craters in foils C2118N and C2086W were also acquired with a JEOL JSM-840A instrument with a Noran EDX detector.

We have previously investigated the effect of crater topography on measurements of O isotopes (Hoppe et al. 2006). In order to evaluate to what extent the C and N isotopic measurements are affected by crater topography, we looked at four craters (0.8 – 140 μm) which were produced in the laboratory by bombardment of a Stardust-type Al foil with Admire pallasite olivine (the same projectiles described by Kearsley et al. 2007a) at a velocity of ~6 km/s by use of the light gas gun facility at the University of Kent (Burchell et al. 1999). The impact craters were shown to contain some C and N, probably as a thin surface contamination layer derived from propellant residues as often occurs in light gas gun shots, although for the purpose of these test measurements, the precise origin is not important.

Three small craters (0.8, 3, and 4 μm) and two 10 x 10 μm² sized areas on the rim of one large crater (140 μm) were analyzed for C and N isotopic compositions. C and N isotopic ratios
were normalized to those of surrounding contamination. On average, we obtained $\delta^{13}C = (-20 \pm 2) \‰$ with similar values for the small craters and the large crater. The non-zero value for $\delta^{13}C$ may reflect matrix effects (i.e., difference in instrumental mass fractionation between the residue samples and the “standards”) and/or true differences between the C isotopic compositions of the crater residues and the contamination on the Al foil. For $\delta^{15}N$ the numbers are slightly different for the small craters and the rim of the large crater. While the measurements on the rim of the large crater yielded a $\delta^{15}N$ value compatible with zero, the measurements on the small craters give a weighted average $\delta^{15}N$ of $(+54 \pm 16) \‰$. For O we observe only small differences ($10 – 20 \‰$) when the bulk O isotopic ratios of small and large laboratory-produced craters are compared (Hoppe et al. 2006). The test measurements reported here suggest that N measurements are possibly more sensitive to topographic effects than O (and C, see above) measurements. To account for this observation we have corrected the measured $^{15}N/^{14}N$ ratios of the small crater residues from foil C2037N for the average $\delta^{15}N$ measured on the laboratory-produced small craters, assuming that their true N isotopic compositions are normal.

**RESULTS**

**Small craters**

A total of 41 crater residues on Al foils C2044W (10 craters) and C2052N (31 craters) have been analyzed for O isotopic compositions. For 37 craters with sizes between 320 nm and 1.5 µm (median: 700 nm) we obtained useful isotopic data (three examples are shown in Fig. 2). Taking the empirical relationship crater size/impactor size = 4.6 (Kearsley et al. 2006), these 37 craters cumulatively represent some 0.14 µm³ of impacting cometary matter. In most cases we used the $^{28}Si^-$ image to determine the extent of the crater residue for calculating O isotopic ratios.
Typical errors for $^{17}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}$ and $^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}$ ratios of individual crater residues are 50 – 60 ‰ and 30 ‰, respectively. The O isotope data of all residues are compatible with solar and none of them exhibits a presolar signature (Fig. 3). Normalized to the O isotopic composition of contamination on the Al foil, we obtain weighted average values of all crater residues of $\delta^{17}\text{O} = (-11 \pm 10) \text{‰}$ and $\delta^{18}\text{O} = (-11 \pm 5) \text{‰}$. Additional systematic uncertainties of at least 10 – 20 ‰ (instrumental effects, absolute O isotopic composition of contamination on the Al foils, and matrix effects) should be considered for the SMOW-normalized O isotopic composition.

Six craters from foil C2037N (610 nm – 1.9 µm, Fig. 4) were measured for C and N isotopic compositions by normalizing to measurements on nearby C- and N-rich contamination on the Al foil. The C isotopic ratios are within the terrestrial range with an average $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ of (-10 ± 7) ‰. Five crater residues have normal $^{15}\text{N}/^{14}\text{N}$ within 2σ, however one residue (crater #56), exhibits a small enrichment in $^{15}\text{N}$ with $\delta^{15}\text{N}$ of (+266 ± 65) ‰ (Fig. 5). The average $\delta^{15}\text{N}$ of the remaining small craters is (+104 ± 58) ‰.

**Large crater in foil C2118N**

This Al foil strip contains one large impact crater that was found during the routine optical scanning of the sample. We first performed an SEM-EDX analysis of this 72 µm diameter crater and then used the NanoSIMS to search for isotopic variations in projectile residue on the bottom and rim of the crater. The secondary electron images from the SEM and the NanoSIMS (Fig. 6) show the large crater in foil C2118N at high resolution. The coaxial beam optics of the NanoSIMS makes it possible to analyze material at the crater bottom and on the rim (Hoppe et al. 2006). These SE images appear to show relatively large chunks of debris throughout the crater. The differences between the SEM and the NanoSIMS secondary electron images are likely due to differences between ion- and electron-induced secondary electron emissions as well as extraction geometries.
We analyzed C, N, and O isotopes in this sample under standard conditions with the C-N and C-O detector setups (see Experimental). Because of the large size of this crater, it was not possible to analyze the entire impact feature in a single NanoSIMS imaging measurement. Instead, the NanoSIMS measurements focused on areas on the crater rim that appeared to be residue-rich (Fig. 7) as well as on the crater bottom. Due to the large morphology variations around the crater and the resulting isotopic fractionations, external standards were not used for these measurements. The isotopic results for this crater are thus relative to the ‘bulk’ of the material in the field of view. The locations of the NanoSIMS raster imaging measurements are shown in Fig. 8. Oxygen isotopes were not measured in area C, because sufficiently O-rich material could not be found following the C-N measurements.

Nitrogen isotopic imaging at the bottom of the crater revealed the presence of a grain whose N isotopic composition is enriched in $^{14}\text{N}$. This C- and N-rich grain is indicated by the arrow in Figure 9. It has a $^{12}\text{C}/^{13}\text{C}$ ratio of $84 \pm 5$ (terrestrial = 89) and a $^{14}\text{N}/^{15}\text{N}$ ratio of $564 \pm 97$ (terrestrial = 272, i.e., the anomaly is $\sim 3 \sigma$) which is similar to what is found in ‘mainstream’ presolar SiC grains (Zinner 2004). The anomalous grain originally had an approximate diameter of 150 nm. Unfortunately, the particle was sputtered away during the measurements, before further analyses could be made. Due to the relatively large uncertainty of this grain’s isotopic composition and the fact that it was not possible to perform any follow-up measurements, we do not consider this grain to be of clear presolar origin. No other statistically significant isotopic variations of C, N, or O were observed in this impact crater.

**Large craters in foils C2013N and C2086N**

Residues in the large craters C2013N (140$\mu$m) and C2086N (59 $\mu$m) were studied for C, N, and O isotopic compositions. Figure 10 shows SE images of both craters from the SEM-EDX characterization that preceded the NanoSIMS measurements. The chemical composition of the
residue in both craters was determined by EDX, qualitatively for C2013N (scanning) and quantitatively for C2086N (scanning and spot analyses). C2086N was also analyzed by TOF-SIMS (Leitner et al. 2007). While the crater residue from foil C2013N exhibits a complex chemistry (with significant contributions from O, Na, Mg, Si, S, Fe), the residue from foil C2086N is probably derived from a single olivine grain of high forsterite content (Kearsley et al. 2007b; Leitner et al. 2007).

The results of the O isotopic measurements in theses craters are summarized in Table 2 and shown in Figure 11. The isotope measurements were made on material from both the crater rim and crater bottom. In total, one area with size 30 x 30 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) (C2013N), as well as 50 (C2013N) and 35 (C2086N) areas with sizes of 10 x 10 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) were investigated. These areas cover almost the whole crater in foil C2086N and most of the rim of crater C2013N. Automated particle recognition routines identified some 3600 (C2013N) and 2400 (C2086N) O-rich grains (or subareas) in the ion images. For all of these areas O isotopic ratios were calculated (normalized to the averages of \(^{17}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}\) and \(^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}\) ratios in each area). One possible way to identify a particle as a presolar grain candidate is to see whether (a) \( \delta^{17}\text{O} \) or \( \delta^{18}\text{O} \) is > +200 \( \%\) or < -200 \( \%\) and (b) the anomaly is larger than 4\( \sigma \), based on the counting statistical error plus systematic uncertainties due to crater topography which were estimated – on the basis of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crater residue</th>
<th>Analyzed area [( \mu \text{m}^2 )]</th>
<th>Recognized particles/subareas</th>
<th>Particle area [( \mu \text{m}^2 )]</th>
<th>Average error ( ^{17}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}^\ast )</th>
<th>Average error ( ^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}^\ast )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2013N</td>
<td>5900</td>
<td>3640</td>
<td>1356</td>
<td>97 ( %)</td>
<td>42 ( %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2086N</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>2409</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>97 ( %)</td>
<td>41 ( %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9400</td>
<td>6049</td>
<td>2311</td>
<td>97 ( %)</td>
<td>42 ( %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Per particle/subarea; based on counting statistics.
isotopic variations between different subareas – to be ~50‰ (δ¹⁷O) and ~20‰ (δ¹⁸O) for C2013N, as well as ~70‰ (δ¹⁷O) and ~35‰ (δ¹⁸O) for C2086N, respectively. A 3σ criterion is not sufficient because with the number of particles considered here several grains will fall outside this limit, simply for statistical reasons. The σ deviations for grains with δ¹⁷O > +200‰ and < -200‰ are plotted in Fig. 12. There are a few grains outside 3σ, but no grain plots outside the 4σ limit. Given the O isotopic signatures of presolar silicates and the statistics of O isotopic ratios of the grains studied here, none of the particles from the craters C2013N and C2086N can unambiguously be identified as a circumstellar grain.

For the C and N isotopic measurements secondary ion images were acquired for 17 regions on the rim of crater C2013N, as well as nine regions on the rim and six regions on the bottom of crater C2086N, each 10 x 10 μm² in size. Thorough cleaning through sputtering prior to the isotope measurements was required to remove a C- and N-rich layer on the surface. C and N isotopic data were normalized to measurements on nearby C- and N-rich particulate contamination on the Al foil. In several areas we observed a strong ¹¹B¹⁶O⁻ signal (possibly contamination from the glass container which was used for the foil shipment). The ¹¹B¹⁶O⁻ peak can not be fully separated from the ¹²C¹⁵N⁻ peak even at the high mass resolving power used here. To avoid potential contributions from this interference to the ¹²C¹⁵N⁻ signal, the measurements in 11 regions on foil C2013N and in all regions on foil C2086N were performed on the low mass side of the center of the ¹²C¹⁵N⁻ peak. A test measurement on one of the surface contamination areas rich in C and N, where ¹¹B¹⁶O⁻ was exceptionally high (¹¹B¹⁶O⁻/¹³C¹⁴N⁻ ~ 9, i.e. ¹¹B¹⁶O⁻/¹²C¹⁵N⁻ ~ 27 for isotopically normal N), yielded a normal ¹⁵N/¹⁴N ratio, as expected.

Some 440 N-rich grains (or subareas) in crater C2013N, as well as 406 (rim) and 512 (bottom) subareas in crater C2086N were identified by an automated particle recognition routine. In general N concentrations are fairly low (at the permil level). The N from many of these grains/subareas of crater C2013N is isotopically heavy (Fig. 13). The average δ¹⁵N of these N-
rich particles/subareas is (±451 \pm 7) \permil, the average \delta^{13}C is (-25 \pm 1) \permil. These errors are based on counting statistics alone. Additional systematic uncertainties of several percent in \delta^{15}N and several permil in \delta^{13}C should be considered for air and PDB normalized values, respectively. The entire analyzed crater C2013N has \delta^{15}N = (+330 \pm 4) \permil and \delta^{13}C = (-20 \pm 1) \permil. In local subareas \delta^{15}N reaches +1000 \permil or more (Fig. 13). This isotopic signature is similar to that observed in some isotopically primitive IDPs and in insoluble organic matter from carbonaceous chondrites (Floss et al. 2006; Busemann et al. 2006). It is possible that some C is still contamination since N is not well correlated with the overall distribution of C but seems to follow more closely the distribution of Si. In contrast, the C and N compositions of crater C2086N are isotopically normal on average (Fig. 13) with \delta^{15}N = (-21 \pm 4) \permil (rim) and (-1 \pm 5) \permil (bottom), respectively, and \delta^{13}C = (-24 \pm 1) \permil (rim) and (-18 \pm 1) \permil (bottom), respectively. Among the 918 N-rich grains/subareas in crater C2086N, there are only two objects which differ by \sim 4\sigma from normal N. We consider these to be outliers.

**Large crater in foil C2086W**

During extraction from the collector frame, this crater was identified as a complete penetration of the 101 \mu m thick Al foil, making it the largest impact feature yet studied on the foils. It now has an oval rim outline, with a maximum width of \~370 \mu m, although deformation during detachment from the underlying frame is probably responsible for this shape, caused by stretching of a circular feature that had an original diameter of 295 \mu m (Kearsley et al. 2007b). An initial optical evaluation of the detached foil (Fig. 14) indicated that a thin piece of Al foil was hanging from the back side of the penetration hole. This was probably part of the original crater bottom, torn free of the underlying frame to which it had become welded. Subsequent re-examination of the collector frame did not find any leftover debris or noticeable depression. The
lack of an accessible bottom in this feature leaves the crater rim as the only area that is available for analysis.

The optical characterization of this crater was followed by TOF-SIMS and SEM-EDX measurements. Abundant blocky residue was apparent on the crater walls, identified by EDX as being dominated by iron-rich silicate – probably olivine with a composition Forsterite (Fo) 65% Fayalite (Fa) 35% – associated with patches of Na and Ca-rich silicate which also contain P, S, K, Ti, and Mn above detection limits. A detailed description of the shape of this crater and EDX analyses of its residues are given in Kearsley et al. (2007b). An overview image of the entire crater is shown in Figure 15, along with an EDX overlay showing the location of residue on the crater walls and rim. This image also shows one sub-region as TOF-SIMS elemental distribution image with the same RGB color coding, but at somewhat higher spatial resolution. See Leitner et al. (2007) for a detailed discussion of the TOF-SIMS results from the Al foil craters.

A 20 x 20 µm² area on the rim of the crater was chosen for NanoSIMS C and O isotope imaging. This area includes the large mass of projectile residue that is shown inside the white square in Figure 15. Although this material is located on the edge of the crater wall, it was possible to perform NanoSIMS imaging in this area. As discussed earlier, the extreme sample topography did not allow a determination of the absolute C and O isotopic compositions. However, it was possible to search for (relative) isotopic variations within the images, on the assumption that the bulk of the material is isotopically normal within a few percent. These measurements led to the identification of a significantly $^{17}$O-enriched hotspot with a diameter of ~250 nm as already summarized by McKeegan et al. (2006). The isotope imaging results are shown in Fig. 16, which consists of an overlay of a SE image and an isotope ratio image. Most of the analyzed area appears green in this figure portraying only minor local variations in the $^{17}$O/$^{16}$O isotopic ratio. These variations are due to random statistical fluctuations as a result of the low overall O⁻ signal. The isotopically anomalous hotspot stands out from this material despite
the fact that its anomalous composition is somewhat diluted as a result of the image ‘smoothing’ during the data processing. A detailed analysis of the imaging data indicates that the $^{17}\text{O}$ enrichment in this grain is more than +1500 $\%\text{e}$. This grain has a composition of $^{17}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O} = (1.01 \pm 0.10) \times 10^{-3}$ and $^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O} = (1.77 \pm 0.12) \times 10^{-3}$, while normal isotopic ratios are $0.38 \times 10^{-3}$ and $2.00 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively. Errors are 1 $\sigma$ and are calculated from counting statistics. Repeated measurements of this area confirmed the presence of this $^{17}\text{O}$-enriched hotspot.

Such an isotopic composition is typical for some types of circumstellar grains, as shown in the three-isotope-diagram (Fig. 17). It belongs to the ‘group 1’ $\text{O}$ isotopic composition with a large $^{17}\text{O}$ enrichment and a slight $^{18}\text{O}$ depletion, which is indicative of an origin in red giant or asymptotic giant branch stars (Nittler et al. 1997). The three-isotope-diagram shows that although there may be differences in the statistical distribution of $\text{O}$ isotopic anomalies between oxide and silicate grains, the most abundant type of anomaly in both cases are the $^{17}\text{O}$-enriched ‘group 1’ compositions. The $\text{O}$ isotopic composition of the circumstellar grain from comet Wild 2 falls close to the densest area of the diagram, representing the most typical compositions. The $\text{C}$ isotopic compositions of the hotspot and all other areas of C2086W are normal within errors.

Unfortunately, there is no additional information about the elemental and mineralogical makeup of this presolar grain, because its size is below the spatial resolution of the EDX analysis and its location cannot be exactly determined in the TOF-SIMS images. A FIB extraction with subsequent TEM measurements (Chi 2007; Teslich 2007) did not lead to a successful identification of the grain, possibly because the presolar grain was already sputtered away during the NanoSIMS measurements. Based on the isotopic composition and the observed $\text{C}$ and $\text{O}$ secondary ion yields during the NanoSIMS measurements, it appears to be a silicate or oxide circumstellar grain. A distinction between these two types of presolar grains is not possible because no Si ion image was acquired.
DISCUSSION

Despite the fact that the Stardust preliminary examination involved a large number of collaborating isotope groups (McKeegan et al. 2006) and extended to a variety of sample types beyond the Al foils discussed here, the sole unambiguously circumstellar particle found so far is the one $^{17}$O-rich grain in this study. On the one hand, this indicates that comet Wild 2 is not a pristine aggregate of presolar materials (McKeegan et al. 2006) and on the other hand it complements the observation that this comet contains high temperature components (e.g., Brownlee et al. 2006; Zolensky et al. 2006) that likely formed in the inner solar system (McKeegan et al. 2006). Both of these diverse components are found together in the cometary material, indicating that the comet Wild 2 preserved such heterogeneity largely unaltered in a ‘cosmic freezer’ for the last 4.5 billion years.

An essential question is the absolute abundance of circumstellar matter in the cometary samples. Such an abundance could then be compared with values for other types of extraterrestrial matter such as primitive meteorites (Mostefaoui and Hoppe 2004; Nguyen et al. 2007), IDPs (Floss et al. 2006), and Antarctic micrometeorites (Yada et al. 2006). The concentration of circumstellar grains is frequently taken as a measure of the degree of ‘primitiveness’ of the parent body (Huss 1997). In this simplified model various extraterrestrial reservoirs are assumed to have started from similar original compositions in the early solar system with high concentrations of presolar components, which were subsequently modified to different degrees due to parent body processes, such as thermal metamorphism or aqueous alteration. Following this line of argument, Kuiper belt comets were thought to be prime candidates for high concentrations of presolar and circumstellar matter due to the excellent preservation conditions at the cold outer regions of the solar system (e.g., Hanner 2003).
The determination of an absolute abundance of circumstellar grains in samples from comet Wild 2 based on the available data is not a straightforward task. Complications arise from the poor statistics, with only one circumstellar grain being identified, from the varying analytical conditions and resulting detection efficiencies in different labs, from the mixing and interaction of the cometary matter with collector material in both aerogel and Al foils, and from unknown selection effects or survival probabilities during hypervelocity capture. Below we briefly discuss each of these factors.

Statistically speaking, one is a difficult number. This one circumstellar grain could have easily been missed if the residue-rich area on the rim of crater C2086W had not been measured for its O isotopic composition. The ensuing result of not finding any circumstellar grains in all of the analyzed Wild 2 samples would have dramatically altered our overall understanding of the comet. The Poisson uncertainty of a single observed event can be calculated as $1^{+4.68}_{-0.98}$ with 2σ errors (Gehrels 1986). Thus, the 2σ confidence interval extends from 0.02 to 5.68, representing an uncertainty of more than two orders of magnitude.

The next issues to address are the differences in analytical routines in different labs and the contrasting approaches to calculating abundances of circumstellar phases. This is not only due to instrumental differences but also a result of different mathematical models that are being used for data processing. Several recent studies reporting circumstellar grain abundances in various host phases (Messenger et al. 2003a; Floss et al. 2006; Nguyen et al. 2007; Yada et al. 2006; Vollmer et al. 2007) have used a variety of approaches that make it difficult to directly compare the results. Although each approach has its merits, the indiscriminate use of these divergent data processing routines artificially introduces an uncertainty as high as a factor of 2-3 even if only circumstellar grains $>200$ nm are considered. The bottom line is that abundance comparisons are only valid within the context of a consistently applied mathematical model and constant analytical conditions.
Another difficult factor to evaluate results from the mixing and interaction of the cometary matter with the collector material in both aerogel and Al foils. Although this paper reports on Al foil impacts only, any calculation of circumstellar grain abundance has to take into account that none of the measurements on comet residues extracted from aerogel tracks has yielded a circumstellar grain to date. Fundamentally, the problem is that it is not always clear where the analyzed sample ends and the collection medium (or a contaminant) begins. This is particularly an issue in the aerogel samples, where aerogel is commonly rather intimately mixed with the sample on sub-micrometer scales (Zolensky et al. 2006; Stephan et al. 2007b). However, even on the Al foil residues the exact outline of the cometary matter is not always clear, as discussed in Leitner et al. (2007). Since the circumstellar grain abundance is based on the ratio of two surface areas, one related to the isotopically anomalous material and the other to the isotopically “normal” reference area, an exact determination of the reference area is just as important as that of the isotopically anomalous region. We estimate the uncertainty resulting from this difficulty to be on the order of a factor of 2 for Al foil samples and even higher for aerogel-extracted samples (Stephan et al. 2007a).

A final complicating factor is possible selection effects or varying survival probabilities during hypervelocity capture. The dust particles from comet Wild 2 collided with the collector at a relative velocity of 6.1 km/s. The resulting post-shock heating of the sample on the Al foil most likely led to melting of some of the impacting matter and some loss of volatile components. However, experimental studies of basalt glass, mafic silicate, and sulfide mineral grain impacts under these velocity conditions (Kearsley et al. 2007a) have shown that it is likely that loss is restricted to S and a little Na, and other major and minor elements are retained at pre-impact levels in residue.

This discussion illustrates the complications with calculating an absolute circumstellar grain abundance in comet Wild 2 with the limited data available at this time. Overall, a relatively
large number of samples from the Stardust cometary collector have been analyzed for their isotopic compositions and the abundance of typical, isotopically highly anomalous grains is definitely not higher than what has been observed in IDPs and certain primitive meteorites, where values in the hundreds of ppm have been observed (Floss et al. 2006; Nguyen et al. 2007; Nagashima et al. 2004; Kobayashi et al. 2005; Vollmer et al. 2007). If we simply compare the area of the Wild 2 circumstellar grain with the estimated area of analyzed crater residue in this study (~3000 µm²) we obtain an abundance estimate of ~20 ppm, without making any corrections for detection efficiency. Given the aforementioned difficulties in calculating accurate circumstellar grain abundances, the true abundance could be significantly higher, yet taken at face value, the preliminary data obtained thus far suggest that the overall abundance of circumstellar grains is low compared to some other types of primitive solar system materials. If the abundance of circumstellar matter is an indicator of the primitiveness of a given parent body, this may suggest that comet Wild 2 is not more primitive – from an isotopic point of view – than other materials that have been studied in the past.

The observed isotopic characteristics of the analyzed cometary samples are, however, similar to what is seen elsewhere. We note a roughly normal isotopic composition of C, and we see ‘bulk’ type enrichments of ¹⁵N as well as localized hotspots in some analyzed samples. This isotopic signature has been observed in a subgroup of IDPs termed “isotopically primitive” (Floss et al. 2006). Among IDPs, circumstellar grains appear exclusively in this subgroup of IDPs (Floss et al. 2006) and thus the similar N isotopic compositions are also consistent with finding a circumstellar grain in the cometary matter. This observation could hint at a genetic relationship between IDPs and comets, as has been often suggested in the past (e.g., Messenger et al. 2003a). However, we note that carbonaceous matter from some primitive meteorites exhibits N isotopic distributions similar to those seen in IDPs (Floss and Stadermann 2005; Busemann et al. 2006), suggesting that it may be a more fundamental property of all primitive
solar system matter. The present study did not find any components in the cometary dust similar to the extremely $^{13}$C-poor particle observed during a flyby at comet Halley (Jessberger and Kissel 1991).

Another interesting question is how the bulk O isotopic composition of Wild 2 matter compares with that of chondrites. The average O isotopic composition of the residues in the small craters falls at the low end of what is observed for $\delta^{17}$O and $\delta^{18}$O in carbonaceous chondrites, overlapping with the composition of CO/CV chondrites (Clayton 1993). However, if we consider the systematic uncertainties of at least 10 – 20 ‰ in addition to the errors given above for small craters, then the O isotope data for the crater residues are also compatible with the bulk composition of CM and CI chondrites. Thus, based on the O isotopic signature of the small crater residues, it is not possible to establish a clear relationship to one of the carbonaceous chondrite groups.

This study is clearly only the beginning of many detailed characterizations of the cometary material returned by the Stardust spacecraft. Once a statistically more solid database of circumstellar grains and other isotopic effects in these samples has been acquired, it will be possible to better evaluate the rank of Wild 2 cometary matter from this collection among the most primitive solar system materials available for laboratory research. The next step from there will be an evaluation of how representative the material from comet Wild 2 might be for Kuiper Belt comets in general. Since only a small fraction of the returned samples has been investigated during the preliminary examination and analytical techniques are increasingly being optimized for ever smaller samples, the Wild 2 cometary samples will be the objects of interest for many years to come.
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Figure 1: C and N isotopic compositions of Admire olivine crater residues from laboratory produced craters (normalized to contamination on the foil). Errors are 1σ and are based on counting statistics.
Figure 2: SEM and NanoSIMS ion images of $^{16}\text{O}^-$, $^{28}\text{Si}^-$, and $^{27}\text{Al}^{16}\text{O}^-$ of selected craters on foil C2052N (top: #40, middle: #82, bottom: #126). The ion images are false-color images where the minimum intensity in each image is shown in black and the maximum intensity in white (see color bars on right). Scale bars in SEM images: 500 nm. Field of view in the ion images: 3 x 3 $\mu$m$^2$. 
Figure 3: O isotopic compositions (normalized to nearby contamination) of 37 crater residues from two Stardust Al foils (C2044W, C2052N). Errors are 1σ and include the counting statistical errors as well as the spot-to-spot reproducibility of O isotopic ratio measurements on the nearby contamination.
Figure 4: SEM images of small craters in Al foil C2037N. Scale bars are 500 nm and the numbers refer to crater identification.
Figure 5: C and N isotopic compositions of crater residues on Al foil C2037N (normalized to contamination on the foil). Errors are 1σ and include the counting statistical errors as well as the spot-to-spot variability of C and N isotopic ratio measurements on the nearby contamination. Data are shown for those residues that have an uncertainty of less than 200 ‰ in δ¹⁵N.
Figure 6: Secondary electron images of crater C2118N taken with the SEM and with the NanoSIMS. The diameter of this crater is 72 µm.
Figure 7: X-ray RGB map of crater C2118N obtained during SEM-EDX characterization. In this false color image, brighter colors represent higher abundances of Fe (red), Mg (green) and Si (blue). Areas of projectile residue with Si-rich material as well as some Fe and Mg hotspots are visible along the crater rim. Note that the crater bottom appears dark due to shading as a result of the detector geometry in the SEM.
Figure 8: Location of NanoSIMS measurements in crater C2118N (left). Measurements were made in areas A (20 x 20 µm²), B (10 x 10 µm²), and C (15 x 15 µm²). The sputtered area C is clearly visible on the crater rim after the measurement (right).
Figure 9: Elemental distribution images of a 10 x 10 µm² region (a subarea of ‘A’, Fig. 8) at the bottom of crater C2118N. The C- and N-rich grain indicated by the arrow has an anomalous N isotopic composition, but was sputtered away rapidly during the measurement.
Figure 10: SEM images of large craters in Al foils C2013N and C2086N. The diameters of these craters are 140 µm and 59 µm, respectively.
Figure 11: O isotopic compositions of O-rich particles (subareas) in crater C2013N (left) and C2086N (right). Only data from subareas with errors in $\delta^{17}O < 200 \%_\circ$ are shown. Error bars are 1$\sigma$. 
Figure 12: Sigma deviations of O isotopic ratios of O-rich particles (subareas) in crater C2013N (left) and C2086N (right). Only data of grains with $\delta^{17}O > +200 \%_o$ and $\delta^{17}O < -200 \%_o$ are shown. No grains plot outside the 4 $\sigma$ limit.
Figure 13: C and N isotopic compositions of individual N-rich particles/subareas and of their averages in craters C2013N (left) and C2086N (right). Errors are 1σ. Only data points with error of less than 200 ‰ in δ¹⁵N and less than 50 ‰ in δ¹³C are shown.
Figure 14: Optical images of the penetration crater C2086W with back illumination and different focal planes. The original diameter of the crater was 295 µm.
Figure 15: SEM image of the entire C2086W crater with an RGB overlay of EDX data. The distribution of Si is shown in blue, Ca in red and Fe in green. The insert shows the area in the white square as a TOF-SIMS element distribution map with the same RGB color coding. The large residue area in the white square was subsequently analyzed by NanoSIMS.
Figure 16: Composite NanoSIMS image of the area on the rim of crater C2086W where the presolar grain was found. The underlying grayscale image shows the morphology of the area as a secondary electron image. The overlay is a false color isotope ratio image of the distribution of $\delta^{17}O$ (in ‰) in the same location. Regions without colored overlay did not yield sufficient $O$ for a meaningful isotope ratio determination. Most material is isotopically normal (i.e., $\delta^{17}O \approx 0$ ‰) and shown in green with some statistically insignificant variations. The red area in the center is the $^{17}O$-rich presolar grain. More detailed follow-up measurements indicated that this grain is even more $^{17}O$-rich than can be seen here.
Figure 17: Oxygen three-isotope diagram with compositions of presolar oxide and silicate grains from primitive meteorites and from IDPs. The circumstellar grain from the Wild 2 cometary sample is shown in red with 1σ error bars smaller than the symbol. The areas for the different groups indicate different origins (Nittler et al. 1997). The oxide and silicate comparison data are from (Floss et al. 2006; Hoppe et al. 2005; Messenger et al. 2003a; 2005; Mostefaoui and Hoppe 2004; Nguyen and Zinner 2004; Nguyen et al. 2005; 2006; Nittler et al. 1994; 1997; 1998; Stadermann et al. 2005b; Zinner et al. 2005; Vollmer et al. 2007).